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EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE
2010 – 2016

IT SUPPORT - RALYA PRESS PRINTING AND PUBLISHING SERVICES
I have worked in IT support early on in my career for about six years. My responsibilities included
maintaining the stability and efficiency of the computer systems within a privately owned
company based in Sydney, NSW. I have gained advanced computer skills as a result of my
experience in this area as well as excellent data management techniques which has greatly
contributed to my research capabilities during my undergraduate and postgraduate studies.
2012 – 2020

EXERCISE SPECIALIST - PROGRESSIVE PERFORMANCE GROUP AND WA SPORT
PERFORMANCE AND OTHERS
I have worked in sports performance on a part-time basis since 2012 and full time since 2016. My
responsibilities included general management of health and wellness facilities whilst working in
conjunction with physicians. This would include sports performance as well as injury prevention
and rehabilitation. I have gained presentation skills and the ability to solve biomechanical and
structural problems as part of my experience.

EDUCATION
NOV 2009

DIPLOMA OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY - SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT - SYDNEY
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND IT
OCT 2013

DIPLOMA OF FITNESS - FITNESS INSTITUTE AUSTRALIA
DEC 2019

BACHELOR OF PHILOSOPHY - UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
I have gained numerous skills during my undergraduate degree at Notre Dame. I was privileged
with the opportunity to take part in a summer-travel course during each of the three years of my
degree. These were conducted in Broome Western Australia and Europe via Athens and Greece.
This provided me with exceptional research skills that involved a direct experience with the
material. I completed my degree with a distinction average or a WAM of 71.45.
JUN 2021

MASTER OF PHILOSOPHY - UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
I gained candidature for the MPhil in June 2020 and have a WAM of 76.5 with three higher
distinctions out of the four units for the first semester of my postgraduate studies. I have gained
critical research and writing skills from my postgraduate studies at Notre Dame. The benefits of
working with experienced supervisors for my research project cannot be overstated, and I have
greatly enhanced my capacity for further study in academic philosophy.

ETA JUN 2023

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY - UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
I am currently enrolled in a PhD program with the school of Philosophy and Theology at the
University of Notre Dame, Fremantle. The area of focus is on later Heidegger scholarship
concurrently with Neoplatonism. The research involves external supervision and guidance from
Professor Holger Zaborowski of the University of Erfurt in Germany and the potential addition of
Professor Emeritus Jeff Malpas from the University of Tasmania. Additionally, I am slated to
present my research proposal at the Council for Research in Values and Philosophy on the 1st of
December 2021. Moreover, I plan to conduct another presentation at the Heidegger Conference
in Memphis Tennessee in May of 2022 which includes publishing a journal article for peer review.

SKILLS
•
•
•
•

Research skills as part of my undergraduate and postgraduate studies at Notre Dame.
Advanced data management and software skills from my career in IT. The ability to
research with advanced knowledge of a wide variety of software.
Presentation skills as part of my role in exercise science and performance as well as during
my undergraduate and postgraduate studies at Notre Dame.
Gained further communication and support skills in my role as a student representative at
the Fremantle campus of Notre Dame.

RESEARCH EXPERIENCE
I have researched academic philosophy throughout my undergraduate degree and more extensively
during my postgraduate studies. My undergraduate research skills were enhanced by the addition
of unique summer courses in locations external to the University such as the Cosmology course
conducted in Broome WA.
As part of my university trip to Athens and Greece, I researched the Ancient Greek influence on the
Catholic church. I gained notable skills as part of having direct exposure to the architecture and
place of the Ancient Greeks and the various churches. This provided me with a unique ability to
directly perceive the place and origin of my research, a truly beneficial opportunity.
During the last year of my undergraduate degree, I undertook a Directed Individual Study (DIS)
under the guidance of Dr Joe Naimo in preparation for my commencement of postgraduate studies.
The topic was Maurice Merleu-Ponty’s final work entitled the Visible and the Invisible. This
enhanced by the capacity to research beyond the limits of an undergraduate program under the
direct personal guidance of a senior professor.
As part of my postgraduate studies, I researched the Ancient Greeks extensively, with several
papers written on them as part of my first semester prior to candidature. I have then focused on a
more narrow scope in Heidegger studies from the second semester onward, which included a
proposal that granted me candidature and the writing of a 30,000+ word thesis that is currently
being examined.
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I have regularly attended the weekly philosophy meeting group at the University of Tasmania as of
recent. This involves reading a journal, book chapter in the area of philosophy and discussing the
reading. In addition, some writing has been involved on the related topic.

LANGUAGES
•
•
•
•

English (Native)
Russian (Fluent)
Arabic (Fluent)
German (Beginner)
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